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This story is what I thought up after my friend, Iceshadow, and I adopted two cat-Bats.

This story is random and is includes other OC's of Iceshadow and me.

Enjoy!^^
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1 - Video Games and a gay Wolagon!

Hiyouma sat infront of the huge Wide-Screen TV, playing a game that appeared to be Pokemon XD. "
Stop running into corners stupid!'' He was yelling at the character on the TV. Hidetoshi, his best pal
walked in doing his best Cheese impression from Foster''s Home for Imaginary Friends. " I like
Chocolete Milk!" he said into Hiyouma''s ear. Hiyouma sprang up and hit the tv, sliding down like a dog
who ran into a glass door. Hiyouma got up and looked towards Hidetoshi " Telavision taste funny!
Walking into the room next were two Wolagons, a wolf/dragon animal. " Come on Moonsaber!" Said the
smaller one. " No Fuuga, I''m going out with you and that''s final! I don''t care how gay you are!" Said the
bigger one. Fuuga''s eyes grew into sad puppy-dog eyes. " You meanie!" Hide and Youma were
cracking up, tears coming from their eyes. Hide got up and looked towards Fuuga. " I''ll go out with you if
you do one thing." Fuuga''s tail went straight up. " What?!" Hidetoshi stiffed a laugh when he said " Go
fight the evil Peppermint guy down the street and then go make fun of those cats in Horseplace." Fuuga
flew up in the air and went off through the window. " Well, that gets rid of him for awhile." Hidetoshi
laughed. Moonsaber joined in and then turned to the two cat-bats. " Anyone for double battle on XD!"
The two cat-bats looked up and said " Your on!" They went over to the Gamecube and started
playing.What will happen to Fuuga and why is he so stupid for a gay? Find out next chapter!



2 - Geust Star and Fuuga Returns!

Hiyouma, Hidetoshi, and Moonsaber were watching their faveorite TV show, Kappa Mikey. Hidetoshi
was dressed as Mikey, Hiyouma was Gonard, and Moonsaber was....Lily! " Hey, Hey, You, You walking
the streets! Don''t you know it''s Kappa Mikey!!!!!!!!" Hidetoshi yelled out the window as people passed
with freaked out looks. Walking into the room with a Mizuki costume on was a black wolf/dog with white
above her nose, back paws, and a red stripe down her back. " Hello, I am Crane, the best Mizuki
around!" She yelled. Hide, Youma, and Moonsaber laughed so hard their sides hurt. Fuuga flew in
minutes later wearing a Wedding dress. " I just flew back and whoa are my arms tired!" He laughed,
carring a pizza in his arms. " I brought pizza, peanut butter and clams!" Crane''s ears twiched and she
jumped at Fuuga. " MY PIZZA!" She tore at the pizza, the four watching were covered in peanut butter
and clams. "Okay......lets go have a mouse catching tornamant!" Hidetoshi yelled. "YAY!" They all ran
off, butterfly nets in hands.Why does Crane like peanut butter and clam pizza, I don''t know!^^
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